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Finally Stress Free Dinners with these Delicious & Easy Dump Dinner Recipes***Read this book for

FREE on Kindle Unlimited or Free with Paperback Purchase - Download Now!***THIS RECIPE

BOOK was created for people like you who are BUSY but still want to have a homemade meal for

dinner and not spend hours preparing it. The best part about these recipes is that each recipe can

be prepared and cooked with very little time and effort ! Due to busy schedules, we often resort to

something quick and easy, perhaps even take-out. This can get costly, however, and in the end is

not the best option in keeping the family healthy. Dump dinners are the perfect solution to that

problem, and in this book you will have the opportunity to select a different recipe for every day of

the year with 365 different dump dinner recipes.Download Now for Instant Reading by Scrolling Up

and Clicking the Buy Button
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To take full advantage of many recipes in this book, you need: a slow cooker, a large freezer and a

zillion freezer containers! I hate to write a bad review but this one deserves comment & it's going to

be negative (except for the dump cake recipes, which is why it got any stars at all). I read cook



books cover to cover, which is how I discovered some recipes were repeated, word for word. Was

this how Ms. Peters got 365 recipes? Otherwise, why include them more than once? Also, most of

the meat, fish & fowl recipes were just that - you still had to add side dishes to make a complete

meal. Many weren't exactly "dump" recipes at all. I don't have a slow cooker (Crockpot) so I was

trying to figure out an oven temperature at which to bake dishes that sound good. Imagine my

surprise to find the temps some of the ones that could be baked in an oven were given in

Centiigrade! There was no conversion chart, which would have helped if the cook hasn't taken

Chem 101! And some of those cakes weren't exactly Dump Cakes!Ms. Peters: did you have an

editor????

Dump Dinners offers an extensive collection of easy meal ideas, mostly for casseroles and crock

pot dishes. Quite a few of these recipes are great for days when you have no time and just need to

use what you have on hand or your pantry staples. The recipes are divided by main

ingredient/protein (chicken, beef, pork, seafood). There's also a bonus collection of dump desserts,

including my childhood favorite the Black Forest Dump Cake.

Glancing through the cookbook, I noticed several recipes that sound very tasty - haven't had time to

dedicate to the kitchen but will refer to this cookbook often! This is my style of cooking...select a

meat and dump in some other ingredients for a 'quick, throw together' meal!!I loved the fact that the

cookbook is broken into sections based on the type of meat you are starting with.

The cookbook includes measurement conversations, tips, and recommended ingredients. There is a

portion set aside in the cookbook for telling why the author likes Dump Dinners, and more. Very

interesting reading, I will say that we've tried a few of the recipes, and they turned out really well,

and very tasty. I think you would be pleased with a cookbook like this for those days when you want

a good tasting meal, but simple to fix. I am enjoying this cookbook so much.

365 dishes! I don't have to worry about cooking every day if I got 365 dishes to choose from. Of

course, that's way too impossible since no one wants to eat the same type of cooking every single

day. I appreciate this book, however, for the variety of dishes you can prepare through dump dinner.

When you are too lazy to cook, this is the way to go. The recipes are categorized with the type of

protein that can be used which is good since chicken/beef/pork in dishes can make us feel full

without the unwanted calories. I can't wait to try the cake recipes, though!



This recipe book has recipes that are extremely simple, delicious. Some of them are for just a few

people. This is probably the only recipe book I have found that is truly an easy, healthy and no

hassle way to cook a great meal. Made with ingredients that most people will always have in their

kitchen.

Awesome recipes! This cookbook is simple, easy to follow, and has a lot of good recipes. I have a

very hectic schedule, as many do, and this cookbook has saved my dinner time stress. Sometimes,

I have difficulties following recipes if they are too involved or require too many steps, but this

cookbook is very easy to follow and the meals turn out pretty good! Not only does it contain helpful

recipes, it includes helpful hints on how to pick your ingredients if you are not familiar with them. In

addition, it includes helpful hints on how to cook the dinners and store them for the best results!

Grab you own copy now!

I love this book. In this book, you will have the opportunity to select from 365 different dump dinner

recipes. It will able to help you discover some amazing Dump Dinner Recipes.For my wife, the

Marinated Steak Dump Dinner is the best recipe that she ever prepared. She said, the preparation

is very easy and the ingredients are easy to find.Thank you for sharing this book.
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